
 
 

MCBROOM SISTERS BIOGRAPHY 
 

Durga and Lorelei McBroom are Los Angeles born sisters who have performed backing vocals for 
some of the biggest recording artists in history. Between them they have worked together and/or 
separately with Pink Floyd, Steve Hackett (Genesis), Nile Rogers, The Rolling Stones, Billy Idol, Rod 
Stewart, Brian Wilson (The Beach Boys), Blue Pearl, Boy George, and many more. They have 
appeared in films: “Flash Dance” (Durga,) “Rolling Stones At The Max,” (Lorelei,) “Pink Floyd Live 
in Venice,” (Durga and Lorelei) to name a few. 

 
Get the album here - https://sonicelements.bandcamp.com/album/black-floyd 

 

(click to enlarge) 
The McBroom Sisters have released an album as a duo called “Black Floyd.” The album is a collection 
of Pink Floyd classics and originals the sisters have written with Pink Floyd members Jon Carin, and 
Guy Pratt as well as Motor Head’s Lemmy Kilmister. The album is co-produced by David Domminney 
Fowler, Dave Kerzner, Lorelei and Durga McBroom. The McBroom Sisters honor the roots of Rock 
and Roll by bringing the music they grew up on full circle. As African America vocalists in this time of 
social awakening, the McBroom Sisters offer a timely blend of lyrical substance and authentic soulful 
takes on their unique blend of musical styles. 

https://sonicelements.bandcamp.com/album/black-floyd
http://mcbroomsisters.com/
http://mcbroomsisters.com/Resources/Images/Black-Floyd-violet-complete-rbg.jpg


RECENT HISTORY 

(click to see videos) 
Steve Hackett (formerly of Genesis) featured Durga and Lorelei McBroom 
performing lead vocals on his song “Underground Railroad” from his ‘At the Edge of the Light’ album 
in 2019. They also performed live with him on Blue Oyster Cult’s ‘On the Blue Cruise’ and YES’s 
'Cruise to the Edge.' Hackett features the McBroom Sisters again on single "Wingbeats" in 2021 from 
his album 'Surrender of Silence.' 

Thanks to The Dave Kerzner band introducing The McBroom Sisters to the "Cruise to the Edge" fans, they 
landed their own show on 2022's band roster. The shows were a success and The McBroom Sisters will be 
featured again in 2023-24 upcoming season. 

https://www.facebook.com/themcbroomsisters
http://www.loreleimcbroom.com/Resources/Galleries/By_Url/new_interviews/Cultura-Rock-JORGE%20TIEGHI.pdf
http://www.loreleimcbroom.com/Resources/Galleries/By_Url/new_interviews/Cultura-Rock-JORGE%20TIEGHI.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sHTXLHaP14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFxE9YJXuOQ


The McBroom Sisters, (seen here on the cover of 
Argentina's CulturaRock Magazine in 2015,) have been 
featured throughout Latin America in Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile, Ecuador, Guatemala and Mexico. 

 
Italy and various other 
European countries have 
featured the McBroom 
Sisters working together 
and as solo featured artists 
with some of the world's 
best Pink Floyd tribute 
bands. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Durga enjoyed solo success with Killing Joke’s Youth in their hit making 
duo Blue Pearl. 

As the lead singer of ‘Blue Pearl’ see Durga perform her top 5 hit ‘Naked in 
the Rain.” She also collaborated with Boy George and Billy Idol on his 
album Cyberpunk.  

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLSGYZpsg9k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLSGYZpsg9k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MLSGYZpsg9k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYAVQaQ__Q0


“ROLLING STONES AT THE MAX” – Lorelei joined Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Charlie Watts, Bill Wyman and Ron 
Wood in the Stones first IMAX film from 1990. 

Click to see a fan clip of Lorelei McBroom performing “Gimme Shelter” Urban 
Jungle/Steel Wheels tour. 

Visit the website- http://mcbroomsisters.com 

Join The McBroom Sisters on Facebook and Instagram 

  CONTACT US- 
 
Durga McBroom
DurgaDiva@gmail.com

Lorelei McBroom
Cybersiren7@gmail.com 

http://mcbroomsisters.com/
mailto:DurgaDiva@gmail.com
mailto:Cybersiren7@gmail.com
facebook.com/themcbroomsisters


 


